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II. Support Vector Machine
Support Vector Machine is a supervised learning tool in which the training error is assumed fixed and training the model with pre-defined data. SVM tool is used for both classification and regression problems and it is based on statistical learning theory .In SVM some sample data as an input is given and its output function is used to predict some feature of the future data.
In many conventional and mathematical techniques the models are known but there are many real world applications for which the provided information is not enough to define mathematical model, more data points for the modelling are required. Conventional techniques use large data set in the training, error is less while for small data size error is maximum.
In learning techniques important factor is to develop a model for sparse data. (Vapnik, 1995) developed the Support Vector Machine to solve the classification and regression problems and it is based on the statistical learning theory. Support Vector Machine is novel neural network technique using the structural risk minimization framework for its learning unlike conventional techniques that use the Norm-1 and Norm-2.
Support vector machine algorithm widely used in many engineering applications with two major applications SVM in classification problems and Regression problems.
Support Vector Regression for the STLF models is used for the proposed system. A data set
consists of M pairs of data in which "a"s" are input vectors and "y"s" are corresponding outputs so optimization function is:
Where () a  is called feature in nonlinear classification and also including the bias term "b" .The function   , f xw is explicitly written as function w.
In regression typical some error of approximation is used instead of hyper plane as in SVM classification problem.
Vapnik general type loss function e-infectivity zone is in equation (3) .
The loss is zero if the difference between predicted ( , ) f a v and measure value "Y" is zero or less than e .Vapnik introduce "e" tube of predicted value is within the tube loss is zero .For all other predicted points loss is equal to zero. In order to perform SVM regression new empirical risk is
In SVM regression the objective is to minimize the loss Remp.Estimating a linear hyper plan
It is ridge expression example.
Then the objective function is
Subject to: 
A primal variable lagrangian   ** , , , , , , , And the optimal bias term for regression hyper plan. 
The best regression hyper plan is obtained
III. Stlf Execution Flow
The following steps describe the execution of proposed technique. 1. Kernel function selection 2. Selecting the shape of the kernel linear, RBF or Gaussian kernel. 3. Choosing the penalty factor C and selecting the desired accuracy by setting e.
Solving the Optimization function

IV. Results
STLF model for the Australian Energy Market operator utility company using Support Vector Machine electricity load values, temperature and humidity. A set of training data for the year 2000 and 2001 is used for testing and training of the algorithm. Daily maximum temperature and humidity is included in the model as input parameter. " Fig. 1" shows 
V. Conclusions
The Next hour electric load forecasting plays a vital role in the power system operation, commitment of generating units and energy management. Results show that the proposed STLF has better response in terms of accuracy, error & training time. The results are accurate with less percentage of error(less than 2 precent average error). The system requires short time for training and provides accurate results.
